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ABSTRACT. This paper concerns 4-dimensional ( topological locally compact con-
nected) elation Laguerre planes that admit large automorphism groups. In particular, 
it is shown that such a plane is classical if its automorphism group is at least 11-
dimensional. Furthermore, the elation Laguerre planes admitting simple Lie groups 
of automorphisms are investigated and various characterizations of the classical com-
plex Laguerre plane and the semi-classical Laguerre planes are obtained. 
1. Introduction 
A Laguerre plane £ = ( P, C, 11) is an incidence structure consisting of a point set 
P, a circle set C and an equivalence relation 11 (parallelism) defined on the point set 
such that three mutually non-parallel points can be joined by a unique circle, such 
that the circles which touch a fixed circle K at p E K partition P \ JpJ, such that 
each parallel class meets each circle in a unique point (parallel projection), and such 
that there is a circle that contains at least three points (compare [10) and [11)). 
When the circle sets are topologized by the Hausdorff metric with respect to a 
metric that induces the topology of the point set, then the planes are topological 
in the sense that the operations of joining three points by a circle, intersecting of 
two circles, and touching are continuous with respect to the induced topologies on 
their respective domains of definition. A topological Laguerre plane is called lo-
cally compact, connected, or finite-dimensional if the point space has the respective 
topological property. For brevity, a locally compact connected finite-dimensional 
topological Laguerre plane will be called a finite-dimensional Laguerre plane. Ac-
cording to [15, 2.3) a finite-dimensional Laguerre plane can only be of dimension 2 
or 4. 
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The classical 2- or 4-dimensional Laguerre plane is obtained as the geometry 
of non-trivial plane sections of an elliptic cone in real or complex projective 3-di-
mensional space, respectively, with its vertex removed. The classical real Laguerre 
plane can be generalized to 2-dimensional ovoidal Laguerre planes where one sim-
ilarly takes a cone over an oval in the real projective plane and considers its non-
trivial plane sections. 
There are many models of 2-dimensional Laguerre planes known, for example 
see [17) and [1] for a large class of planes. In [29) we constructed a family of 4-di-
mensional Laguerre planes, see 2.11 for an explicit description of these planes. These 
semi-classical Laguerre planes were the first non-classical 4-dimensional Laguerre 
planes. They are obtained by pasting together two halves of the classical complex 
Laguerre plane along a 3-dimensional separating set in the point set. In the present 
paper we give a characterization of the semi-classical Laguerre planes in terms of 
their automorphism groups and how they act on the set of parallel classes and on 
the circle set. 
2. The topology and geometry of 4-dimensional Laguerre planes 
2.1. Associated with every point p of .C there is a derived incidence structure, called 
the derived affine plane Ap = (Ap, .Cp) at p, whose point set Ap consists of all points 
of [, that are not parallel to p and whose line set .Cp consists of all restrictions to 
Ap of circles of .C passing through p and of all parallel classes not passing through 
p. Indeed, .C is a Laguerre plane if and only if all incidence structures Ap are affine 
planes. It can easily be seen that derived affine planes of the classical Laguerre plane 
are even topological locally compact connected affine planes. This, in fact, is true 
for every finite-dimensional Laguerre plane. Furthermore, the projective extension 
Pp of Ap can be made to a topological locally compact connected projective plane. 
We call Pp the derived projective plane at p. 
Circles not passing through the point p of derivation induce closed ovals in Pp 
by removing the point parallel top and adding in Pp the infinite point of the lines 
that come from parallel classes of .C. The line at infinity of Pp (relative to Ap) is a 
tangent to this oval. 
2.2. According to [15, 2.5) the classical complex Laguerre plane can be character-
ized in terms of a single derivation. 
Theorem. A 4-dimensional Laguerre plane is isomorphic to the classical complex 
Laguerre plane if and only if at least one derived affine plane is Desarguesian. 
This is due to a remarkable result of T. Buchanan [5) which says that the only 
topological ovals in the Desarguesian projective complex plane are conics. 
2.3. Circles and parallel classes of 4-dimensional Laguerre planes are homeomorphic 
to the 2-sphere §2 and to JR2 , respectively. Furthermore, the space II of all parallel 
classes can be identified with a circle and thus is homeomorphic to § 2• The circle 
set C is homeomorphic to the direct product of three parallel classes, that is, C is 
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homeomorphic to JR6 . The common point set of 4-dimensional Laguerre planes is a 
metrizable 4-dimensional topological space. More precisely, given a circle in a 4-di-
mensional Laguerre plane .C one can consider the point space as a fibre bundle over 
this circle with fibres being the parallel classes. The projection map of the bundle 
is given by the parallel projection in the Laguerre plane. Since the point space of 
a 4-dimensional affine plane is the direct product of two lines, it follows that the 
point space of .C is a locally trivial fibre bundle over 8 2 with fibres homeomorphic 
to IR2 • Considering the characteristic map of the bundle, which can be related to 
the function describing some circle, it was shown in [31 J that the point space of a 4-
dimensional Laguerre plane is equivalent to the point space of the classical complex 
Laguerre plane in the category of fibre bundles over 8 2 with fibres homeomorphic 
to IR2 • Furthermore, the point space of the classical complex Laguerre plane is 
bundle-equivalent to the tangent bundle of the 2-sphere 8 2• 
For the intersection of circles the following result was obtained in [11, Satz 3.3.b] 
and [6, Satz 3.7.b]. 
Theorem. In a 4-dimensional Laguerre plane any two circles have at least one 
point in common. 
2.4. The collection of all continuous automorphisms of a 4-dimensional Laguerre 
plane .C forms a group with respect to composition, the automorphism group r of 
£. This group is a Lie group with respect to the compact-open topology, see [8, Satz 
3.9] or [27]. The kernel of a Laguerre plane consists of all automorphisms that fix 
each parallel class. This collection of automorphisms is a closed normal subgroup 
of the automorphism group of the Laguerre plane. Furthermore, the connected 
component of the identity in the kernel is solvable, cf. [30, Corollary 3.6]. 
2.5. The topological dimensions of the stabilizer Gx and the orbit G(x) of a Lie 
group G acting on a manifold X are related by the dimension formula dim G = 
dim Gx + dim G(x) for x EX, cf. [12]. As for the stabilizer of certain points in a 
Laguerre plane one has the following lemma. 
Lemma. Let F be a set of four non-concircular points with at least three of them 
being mutually non-parallel. The stabilizer of F in the automorphism group contains 
at most two automorphisms. The stabilizer of F in the kernel T is trivial. 
This lemma and the dimension formula readily yield upper bounds for the di-
mension of the automorphism group and kernel of a 4-dimensional Laguerre plane. 
Theorem. The dimension of the automorphism group of a 4-dimensional Laguerre 
plane is at most 14 and the kernel has dimension at most 8. 
These dimensions are attained in the classical complex Laguerre plane: The 
kernel is isomorphic to <C \ { 0} t>< <C3 and the connected component of the identity in 
the automorphism group of the classical 4-dimensional Laguerre plane is isomorphic 
to (<C \ {O} x S03 (C)) t>< (('.3 . 
2.6. The automorphism group of a 4-dimensional Laguerre plane operates on the 
set II of all parallel classes in a canonical way and likewise the stabilizer of a circle 
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K operates on K. Since both II and K are homeomorphic to §2, we state a few 
results about transformation groups of § 2, which we shall use time and again in the 
following sections. 
Theorem. Let G be a locally compact, connected transformation group of §2. 
(1) Every closed G-orbit in § 2 is a manifold and G always has a closed G-orbit, 
that is, G fixes a point, has an orbit that is homeomorphic to the 1-sphere 
§ 1 or acts transitively on §2; cf. [13, Satz 1,2). 
(2) If G acts transitively and effectively on § 2, then G is isomorphic and acts 
equivalently to PSL3 (IR), PSL2(C) or S03 (IR) in their respective standard 
actions on §2; cf. [19, §10). 
(3) If G acts doubly transitively and effectively on § 2, then G is isomorphic and 
acts equivalently to PSL2(C) in its standard action on § 2; cf. [35; 36). 
For transitive and effective actions one §1 on has the following. 
( 4) A locally compact, connected, transitive and effective transformation group 
of fh is isomorphic and acts equivalently fo the rotation group S02 (IR) or to 
a finite covering group of PSL2(IR); cf. [4) or [21, 3.18). 
2.7. An elation Laguerre plane is a Laguerre plane that admits a subgroup in 
the kernel, called the elation group, which acts sharply transitively on the set of 
circles. The name elation group comes from the fact that an automorphism in 
this group induces an elation in the derived projective plane at each of its fixed 
points. Furthermore, these automorphisms induce elations in the associated Lie 
geometry and one obtains an elation generalized quadrangle; cf. [26) for generalized 
quadrangles and their relation to Laguerre planes and the others types of circle 
planes. 
For 4-dimensional Laguerre planes, the collection ~ of all automorphisms in the 
kernel T that fix no circle plus the identity is a (closed) normal subgroup of T. 
Furthermore, in the case of elation Laguerre planes, ~ acts sharply transitively 
on the set of circles, see [30). So ~ is the elation group in this case. The 2-di-
mensional elation Laguerre planes are precisely the ovoidal planes by [32, Lemma 
2.8). With this definition of~ we obtained in [30) the following characterization of 
4-dimensional elation Laguerre planes; cf. [16). 
Theorem. For a 4-dimensional Laguerre plane .C let ~ be the collection of all 
automorphisms in the kernel T that fix no circle plus the identity. Then ~ is 
a closed normal subgroup of the automorphism group of .C and the following are 
equivalent: 
(1) .C is an elation Laguerre plane; 
(2) the kernel T is circle transitive; 
(3) T is at least 7-dimensional; 
( 4) ~ is 6-dimensional; 
(5) ~ is connected and isomorphic to IR6 ; 
(6) ~ is sharply transitive on the set of circles. 
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2.8. Each derived projective plane of an elation Laguerre plane is a dual translation 
plane with centre w ( the infinite point of lines that come from parallel classes of 
the Laguerre plane). The stabilizer of a circle is linearly represented on ~ by 
conjugation. Therefore, the well developed theory of translation planes and, if 
the stabilizer of a circle is large enough, the representation theory of Lie groups 
can be applied to classify the most homogeneous elation Laguerre planes. This 
was carried out in [28) and all 4-dimensional elation Laguerre planes with a 4-di-
mensional stabilizer of a circle were classified. We shall see that the semiclassical 
4-dimensional Laguerre planes are precisely those planes with no fixed parallel class 
and reducible action of a 3-dimensional complement of the kernel in the stablizer 
of a circle on ~. 
2.9. Lowen [16) gave a reinterpretation of elation Laguerre planes as pseudo-ovoidal 
Laguerre planes which naturally generalizes the construction of ovoidal Laguerre 
planes. His construction uses the Grassmannian Gn,m (JR), that is, the collection 
of all m-dimensional subspaces of the n-dimensional real vector space ]Rn where m 
and n are positive integers such that m < n. The Grassmannian Gn,m(lR) can be 
made into a compact connected manifold. A set O ~ G3m,m (JR) of m-dimensional 
subspaces of JR3m is called a pseudo-oval if for every element p E O there is a 2m-
dimensional subspace tp ('tangent') such that tp and the collection of all joins in 
G3m,m(1R) of p with elements of O distinct from p induce a planar spread in the 
factor space JR3m /p. A topological pseudo-oval is one where the map 
{ 
p v q, if p # q 
0 * 0 ~ G3m,2m(1R) : {p, q} H . 
tp, 1f p = q 
is a homeomorphism onto its image. 
A pseudo-oval can be regarded as a sufficiently large family of translation planes 
sitting on different 2m-dimensional subspaces of one JR3m such that the intersection 
of any two translation planes is a line in both of them. Finite analogues were studied 
in [34), [20) and [7). For m = 1 one exactly obtains a topological oval in the real 
projective plane. The other interesting case is m = 2 which yields 4-dimensional 
elation Laguerre planes. 
2.10. Matrix representation of 2-dimensional pseudo-ovals and 4-dimen-
sional elation Laguerre planes. For each z E § 2 '.:::::'. JR2 U { oo} let 
( 
A(z)) D(z) = B(z) 
C(z) 
be a 6 x 2 matrix with 2 x 2 matrices A, B, C such that D ( oo) = ( I O O) t, where 
t denotes the transpose of the matrix and where O and I denote the 2 x 2 zero and 
identity matrix, respectively, and such that for all z E JR2 the second row of B (z) 
equals z and C(z) = I. One can further assume that A(O) = B(O) = 0. 
Each compact 2-dimensional pseudo-oval can be represented by such a mapping 
D. Moreover, D is continuous in IB.2 and D(z)A(z)- 1 tends to D(oo) for z ~ 
I 
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oo. The 2-dimensional subspaces generated by the rows of D(z) correspond to the 
elements of the pseudo-oval. 
Circles of the associated elation Laguerre plane .C are of the form 
Kc= {(z,c · D(z)) I z E S2} 
for every c E R6 . The elation group ~ of .C is given by all maps 
(z, w) .--+ (z, w + c · D(z)) 
for c E R6 ; the connected component of the identity in the kernel contains all maps 
(z, w) .--+ (z, rw + c · D(z)) 
for c E R6 , r E R, r > 0. The continuity of the geometric operations in such a 
Laguerre plane described by a matrix valued mapping D reduces to the continuity 
of D in R2 and to limz~oo D(z)A(z)-1 = D( oo ), cf. [30, Proposition 5.8]. 
2.11 Example. The semi-classical Laguerre planes from [29] can be described 
as follows. For q E R, 0 ::; q < 1 let fq : C ---+ C be the mapping defined by 
fq(z) = z + qz where z denotes the complex conjugate of z. This mapping is an 
R-linear permutation of C whose inverse is given by t;; 1(z) = 1_:q2 (z - qz). The 
point set of the semi-classical Laguerre plane .Cq is P = (CU { oo}) x C. Two points 
( z, w) and ( z', w') are parallel if and only if z = z'. Circles of .Cq are of the form 
Ka2 ,a1 ,a0 = {(z, w) EC X C I w = a2z2 + a1z + ao, Im(z) ~ O} 
U {(z, w) EC x C I w = f;; 1(fq(a2)z2 + fq(a1)z + fq(ao)), Im(z)::; O} 
u{(oo,a2)} 
for ao, a1 , a2 EC. Clearly, we obtain the classical complex Laguerre plane for q = O. 
On each halfplane P+ = {(z,w) E PI Jm(z) ~ 0 or z = oo} and P_ = {(z,w) E 
P I Im(z) ::; 0 or z = oo} the geometry and topology of .Co is induced. The two 
halves are glued together along P+ n P_ = {(z,w) E PI z ER U {oo}} using the 
mapping fq· Two Laguerre planes .Cq and .Cq, are isomorphic if and only if q = q'. 
These Laguerre planes can be represented in the form of 2.10 as follows. We 
identify z = x + iy E C for x, y ER with the pair (x, y). For O < p::; 1 let 
(
y2 _ x2 
A(x, y) = 2xy 
(
py2 _ x2 
A(x, y) = 2pxy 
-2xy) y2 _ x2 , 
-2xy ) 
PY2 _ x2 , 
( y -x) B(x,y) = x y , for y ~ 0, 
( PY -x) B(x, y) = x y , for y ::; 0. 
Every semi-classical Laguerre plane is isomorphic to an elation Laguerre plane as 
described above for exactly one p, 0 < p ::; 1. (In fact, p and q are related by 
p = (i~~) 2 .) One obtains the classical complex Laguerre plane for p = 1. 
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Besides the automorphisms every elation Laguerre plane admits, the semi-clas-
sical Laguerre planes further admit the following automorphisms 
( az+b w ) cz+d' ( cz+d)2 , 
( az+b J-1( fq(w) )) cz+d' q (cz+d)2 ' 
(z, w) 1-t (oo, c2w), (~, :n, 
( oo, d2w ), 
for Im(z) ~ 0, cz + d =/= 0 
for Im(z) ::; 0, cz + d =/= 0 
for Z E C, CZ + d = 0 
for z = oo, c =/= 0 
for z = oo, c = 0 
for all a, b, c, d E JR, ad - be = 1. The collection of all these automorphisms forms 
a group isomorphic to the simple Lie group PSL2 (JR). Together with the 7-di-
mensional group in the kernel from 2.10 such a semi-classical Laguerre plane thus 
has an automorphism group of dimension at least 10. In fact, the automorphism 
group of .Cq is 10-dimensional unless q = 0. In the latter case, we have the classical 
complex Laguerre plane, whose automorphism group is 14-dimensional. 
3. Elation Laguerre planes admitting 
automorphism groups of dimension at least 11 
We begin with a characterization of the classical complex Laguerre plane via its 
kernel, see [8, 5.2] or [30, Proposition 2.8], and the classification of 4-dimensional 
projective planes admitting large automorphism groups. 
3.1. Theorem. A 4-dimensional Laguerre plane is isomorphic to the classical 
complex Laguerre plane if and only if the kernel T is 8-dimensional. 
Note that this theorem and Theorem 2. 7 imply that a proper elation Laguerre 
plane has a 7-dimensional kernel ( and 6-dimensional elation group). 
3.2. Theorem. Let P be a 4-dimensional compact projective plane. 
(1) If P admits a collineation group of dimension at least 9, then P is Desar-
guesian; cf. [22; 23; 2, Satz 4] or [25, Theorem 72.8]. 
(2) If P admits an 8-dimensional collineation group that fixes a flag (p, L), then 
P is Desarguesian or P is isomorphic to Betten's translation plane B, see 
[3, Satz 2.b] for this plane, or to the dual B' of B; cf. [24, §1,2] or [25, 
§73]. In the latter two cases, the full collineation group is 8-dimensional 
and solvable and acts transitively on the line pencil through p minus the line 
L. Moreover, the group of all central collineations with centre p is 3- or 
5-dimensional for B or B', respectively. 
Proof. We just verify the last two statements of (2). We coordinatise B in such a 
way that p is the infinite point w and L is the infinite line and that the lines through 
w other than L become the verticals Le = { ( c, w) I w E JR2 } for c E JR2 . According 
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to [3, Satz 2.b] or [25, 73.10] the non-vertical lines of Bare represented on the affine 
plane obtained by deleting L as 
(
t - s2 { (z, z 
8 
for s, t E JR, c E JR2. The connected component of the identity in the collineation 
group of B consists of all transformations of the form 
(
r rs r(!s2 +t) 
JR4 -+ JR4 . vi--+ v O dr drs 
· 0 0 d2r 
0 0 0 
for d, r, s, t E JR, d, r > 0, v0 E JR4. In particular, a vertical line Le is taken 
under such a collineation to the line Le, where c' = c ( ~ ~:) + c0 . This shows 
that the collineation group of B acts transitively on the set of affine vertical lines. 
The collineation from above is a central collineation with centre w if and only if 
r = d = 1, s = 0 and the first two components of v0 are zero. This leaves a 
3-dimensional group of central collineations; cf. [25, Lemma 73.7.a]. 
As for B' we can dualise the above description of B in such a way that the infinite 
line of B becomes the infinite point w' of B' and the point w becomes the infinite line 
of B'. Then the line pencil in B' through p minus the line L corresponds in B to the 
points of L \ {p} and the central collineations of B' with centre p are precisely the 
axial collineations of B with axis the infinite line L. By direct computation one now 
finds that the collineation group of B' acts transitively on the line pencil through 
p minus the line L (e.g., the group obtained for r = d = 1, v0 = 0 as above); 
see also [25, Lemma 73.6]. That the group of central collineations with centre p 
is 5-dimensional follows from the fact that the collineations that every translation 
plane admits, that is, the translations v i--+ v + v0 for v0 E JR4 and the homotheties 
v i--+ rv for r E JR, r =/=- 0, are axial collineations of B with axis the infinite line. 0 
3.3. Lemma. Let £ be a 4-dimensional Laguerre plane and let ~ be a closed 
subgroup of the automorphism group of£. Let p be a point of£ such that the 
stabilizer ~P is at least 8-dimensional. Then £ is classical or ~P acts transitively 
on II\ IPI· 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2.2 the derived plane at pis either Desarguesian or isomorphic 
to Betten's translation plane B or its dual B'. In the first case, [, is classical by 
Theorem 2.2. In the other two cases, ~P induces a group of collineations in the 
derived projective plane at p. Since the verticals in B as well as in B' correspond 
to the parallel classes of£ other that IPI, Theorem 3.2.2 yields the transitivity of 
~P on II\ IPI in these cases. 0 
' . 
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3.4. Corollary. Let .C be a 4-dimensional Laguerre plane and let I: be a closed 
connected subgroup of the automorphism group of .C. If I: is at least 11-dimensional, 
then .C is classical or I: acts transitively on the space II of all parallel classes. 
Proof. We assume that I: is not transitive on II. Then I: fixes a parallel class 
or has a I-dimensional orbit in II by [13, Satz 1,2). In the former case, one has 
dim I:p 2: 9 for each point p in the fixed parallel class. Hence the derived plane 
at p is Desarguesian by Theorem 3.2.1 and .C is classical by Theorem 2.2. In the 
latter case, dim I:p 2: 8 for each point on a parallel class in the I-dimensional orbit. 
However, I:p is not transitive on II\IPI and so .C must be classical by Lemma 3.3. D 
3.5. Theorem. Let .C be a 4-dimensional Laguerre plane that admits an automor-
phism group of dimension at least 12. Then .C is classical. 
Proof. Let I: be a closed connected subgroup of the automorphism group r of .C and 
assume that dim I: 2: 12. Then dim I:p 2: 8 for each point of .C. By Theorem 3.2.2 
the derived plane at p is either Desarguesian or isomorphic to Betten's translation 
plane B or its dual B'. In the first case .C is classical by Theorem 2.2. 
We show that neither B nor B' can occur. We assume to the contrary that 
every derived plane is isomorphic to either B or B'. In particular, I: must be 12-
dimensional and must act transitively on II by Corollary 3.4. Furthermore, I:p is 
transitive on II\ Ip/. This shows that I: is 2-transitive on II. The quotient group 
I:/ (I: n T), where T is the kernel of .C, acts effectively on II and so I:/ (I: n T) 
is isomorphic and acts equivalently to PSL2 (C) in its standard action on § 2 by 
Theorem 2.6.3. Hence I: n Tis 6-dimensional. 
The transitivity of .6. on the set of circles and of I: on II implies that I: acts 
transitively on the points of .C. Therefore I: n T has the same system of orbits in 
each parallel class. It follows from Lemma 2.5 that I:nT is transitive on each parallel 
class and thus dim I:pnT = 4 for each point p. In the derived projective plane at p, 
the group I:p nT induces precisely those central collineations with centre the infinite 
point of the lines that come from parallel classes. However, the corresponding group 
is 3-dimensional in Band 5-dimensional in B' by Theorem 3.2.2. This contradicition 
shows that neither B nor B' can occur as derived planes. D 
3.6. Theorem. Let .C be a 4-dimensional elation Laguerre plane that admits an 
automorphism group of dimension at least 11. Then .C is classical. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.5 we only have to consider the case that the automorphism 
group r of .C is 11-dimensional. In particular, we assume that .C is not classical. 
Since .C is an elation Laguerre plane, we know by Theorem 2. 7 that the kernel 
T is at least 7-dimensional. Hence dim r /T :S: 4. But r /T acts transitively and 
effectively on II ~ § 2 by Corollary 3.4 and so the connected component of the 
identity in this quotient group must be isomorphic to PSL3 (JR), PSL2 (C) or S03 (JR) 
by Theorem 2.6.2. In particular, r /T must be of dimension 3, 6 or 8, respectively. 
In our situation only dimension 3 can occur. Hence dim T = 8 and .C is classical by 
Theorem 3.1 in contradiction to r being 11-dimensional. D 
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3. 7. Remark. The above Theorem remains valid for 4-dimensional Laguerre 
planes (not necessarily elation Laguerre planes); cf. (8, 7.4] and (28, §4]. One con-
siders an 11-dimensional closed connected subgroup E of the automorphism group 
of a 4-dimensional Laguerre plane .C. By Corollary 3.4, E acts transitively on II or 
.C is classical. In the former case E/(T n E) is isomorphic to PSL3 (JR), PSL2 (C) 
or S03 (JR) by Theorem 2.6.2. One then excludes the first two cases. In the last 
remaining case the kernel T is 8-dimensional and .C is classical by Theorem 3.1. 
4. Subgroups in the elation complement of elation Laguerre planes 
In this section .C = ( P, C, 11) always denotes a 4-dimensional elation Laguerre 
plane and r, T and .6. l"V lR.6 denote its automorphism group, kernel and elation 
group, respectively. For a subgroup W of r we denote the connected component of 
the identity by W1 . In this section we investigate the possible actions and isomor-
phism types of 3-dimensional groups whose intersection with Tis discrete. 
4.1. We say that a subgroup ~ of r is in the elation complement if its intersection 
with .6. is trivial, that is, En .6. = { id}. The following well-known group theoretic 
result shows that we can always assume that a group in the elation complement 
fixes a circle. 
Lemma. Let E be a subgroup of r in the elation complement. Let K be a circle. 
Then E is isomorphic to a subgroup E' in the stabilizer of K. Furthermore, if the 
intersection of E with T is discrete, then so is the intersection of E' with T. 
Proof. Since .6. is sharply transitive on C, there is precisely one 6a- E .6. for each 
O' E ~ such that 6a-O'(K) = K. Let 
~' = { 60-0' I (]' E ~}. 
Using the fact that .6. is normal, it is readily verified that E' is a subgroup of 
r K. Since E is in the elation complement, the map E ---+ E' : O' H 6a0' is an 
isomorphism from E onto E'. Furthermore, E' n T is the image of E n T under the 
above isomorphism. D 
A subgroup E in the stabilizer of a circle K operates on the circle set C and 
on the elation group .6. by conjugation. The operation on .6. yields a linear and 
faithful representation of E on lR.6 . C and .6. can be identified in such a way that the 
disinguished circle K corresponds to the identity. More precisely, 6 E .6. is identified 
with 6(K). Then both actions are equivalent, that is, 0'60'-I E .6. is identified with 
0'6(K) for O' E E. In the representation 2.10 a circle L has coordinate vector c and 
this vector c also describes the corresponding element of .6.. 
4.2. Lemma. Let K be a circle and let p, q, r be three distinct points on K. Let 
E be a closed subgroup in the stabilizer of K such that E n T is discrete. Then the 
stabilizer Ep,q,r in E of these three points is 0-dimensional. 
Proof. Let p, q, r be three distinct points on the circle K. We assume that Ep,q,r 
has dimension at least 1. The derived projective plane P at p is a dual translation 
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plane by 2.8. Let W be the infinite line of P and let L be the line that comes from 
the circle K. In particular, L does not pass through the translation centre w of P. 
The group Ep,q,r induces in P an at least I-dimensional group of collineations 
that fixes the line L and the points q, r and the infinite point WL = L n W =J. w 
on it. Together with the I-dimensional group induced by TK we have an at least 
2-dimensional group of collineations of P that fixes the line L and three of its 
points. According to the dualisation of [2, Lemma 6] the projective plane P must 
be Desarguesian. Hence .C is classical by Theorem 2.2. 
For the classical complex Laguerre plane one has that r 1 /T ,..._,, PSL2 (C) and 
r~,q,r/(I'~,q,rnT) = {id}. Since Ep,q,r/(Ep,q,rnT) is a subgroup ofr~,q,r/(r~,q,rnT) 
, in a canonical way and because Ep,q,r n T is discrete, we have a contradiction to 
our assumption dim Ep,q,r 2: 1. 0 
4.3. Lemma. Let K be a circle and let E be a closed, connected 3-dimensional 
subgroup of r K such that E n T is discrete. Suppose that E leaves a 1- or 2-di-
mensional vector subspace of C invariant. Then E fixes a point on K. 
Proof. Let Ube a I-dimensional E-invariant vector subspace of C. This subspace is 
generated by a circle L =J. K. We represent .C as in 2.10 such that Kand L become 
the circles Ko and Kc, respectively, for some c E IR6 , c =J. 0. Then every circle in 
U is of the form Krc for some r E IR. From this fact we see that L' n K = L n K 
for every circle L' E U, L' =J. K. Since U is E-invariant, it follows that L n K is 
invariant under E. However, L n K is non-empty by Theorem 2.3 and contains at 
most two points. Therefore, L n K consists of fixed points of E. 
Now let U be a 2-dimensional E-invariant vector subspace of C. We assume to 
the contrary that E fixes no point of K and therefore dim Ep :::;; 2 for every point 
p E K. The first part then yields that no I-dimensional vector subspace of U is 
invariant under E. Hence every stabilizer of a I-dimensional vector subspace V of 
U is 2-dimensional. As before it follows that Ev ~ ELnK for every circle L E V, 
L =J. K. This shows that dim Ep = 2 for every point p E L n K and every circle 
L E U, L =J. K and that Ev = ELnK = Ep where V is the I-dimensional vector 
subspace of C generated by L. 
We claim that U cannot entirely consist of tangent circles to K. Obviously, U 
cannot be in the tangent pencil of K at a particular point q E K for otherwise 
this point q would be fixed under E. There therefore are tangent circles L 1 and L2 
that touch K in different points p 1 and p2 , respectively. We consider the derived 
projective plane P at Pl. In P the circles K and L1 of .C induce lines K' and L~, 
respectively. Both lines pass through the infinite point w' = K' n W where W is 
the line at infinity in P. By 2.1 the circle L 2 induces a closed oval L~ in P having 
W as a tangent. By [6, 2.6] there are precisely two tangent lines to L~ through w', 
namely K' and W. This shows that L 1 intersects L2 in two points. We represent .C 
as in 2.10 in such a way that K has coordinate vector the zero vector. Let c1 and 
c2 be the non-zero coordinate vectors of the circles L1 and L2 , respectively. Since 
U is a vector subspace, the circle with coordinate vector c1 - c2 belongs to U and 
intersects K in two points - a contradiction to our assumption. 
Hence there is a circle L E U, L =J. K that intersects K in precisely two points 
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p and q. From above we know that dim ~p,q = 2 = dim ~P. Hence p has an 1-di-
mensional ~-orbit in K. For every point r =j:. p, q in this orbit we thus have by the 
dimension formula that dim ~p,q,r ~ 1 in contradiction to Lemma 4.2. This proves 
that ~ must fix a point of K. D 
4.4. Proposition. The automorphism group of a 4-dimensional elation Laguerre 
plane £ contains no subgroup isomorphic to 8pin(3), the simply connected covering 
group of 803 (JR). In particular, every subgroup locally isomorphic to 803 (JR) is 
already isomorphic to 803 (JR). 
Proof. Suppose that <I> is a subgroup of r isomorphic to Spin(3). By Lemma 4.1 
we may assume that ~ fixes a circle K. Furthermore, <I> n T is discrete, since 
<I> is almost simple. <I> is linearly and faithfully represented on .6. rv JR6 . This 
representation is completely reducible by Weyl's theorem, i.e., <I> splits into the 
direct sum of irreducible <I>-invariant subspaces; cf. [9, Theorem 35.4]. From [37] we 
find that the only irreducible and faithful representation of <I> in dimension at most 
6 occurs in dimension 4. (In fact, this is the representation of Spin(3) '.::'. SU2(<C) on 
C2 rv JR4 . ) This means that <I> must fix a 1-dimensional vector subspace of C. Hence 
<I> has a fixed point on K by Lemma 4.2. However, <I>/(<I> n T) acts effectively on 
II ~ § 2 and so <I>/ ( <I> n T) is isomorphic to 803 (JR) and acts on II like the rotation 
group on § 2 by [18, Theorem 6.7.1]. In particular, <I> acts transitively on II and 
thus on K - a contradiction. This shows that Spin(3) cannot act as a group of 
automorphisms of£. D 
4.5. Remark. The above Proposition remains valid for 4-dimensional Laguerre 
planes (not necessarily elation Laguerre planes); cf. [8, 4.4] and [28, Lemma 4.6]. 
4.6. Theorem. Let £ be a 4-dimensional elation Laguerre plane. Let K be a 
circle and let ~ be closed connected 3-dimensional subgroup in the stabilizer of K 
such that ~ n T is discrete. 
(1) If ~ acts transitively on K, then ~ is isomorphic to 803 (JR). In this 
case, .6. rv JR6 splits into the direct sum of two 3-dimensional irreducible 
~-invariant subspaces. 
(2) If~ is not transitive on K but still acts fixed-point-free on K, then ~ is 
isomorphic to either P8L2 (JR) or to 8L2 (JR). In this case, ~ has precisely 
three orbits on K, one 1-dimensional orbit B 1 homeomorphic to the 1-sphere 
§ 1 and the two connected components of K\B1 . The effective operation of~ 
on B1 is sharply 3-transitive and thus is equivalent to the standard operation 
of P8L2(JR) on §1. In case~ ,....., P8L2(JR), the elation group splits into the 
direct sum of two 3-dimensional irreducible ~-invariant subspaces; in case 
~ '.::'. 8L2 (JR), the group ~ acts irreducibly on .6. and the centre of ~ acts 
trivially on K. 
( 3) If ~ fixes a point p on K, then either £ is classical or the derived affine 
plane at each point qi IP is isomorphic to Betten's dual translation plane B'. 
In the latter case, the automorphism group r of £ is 10-dimensional and 
solvable and acts transitively on the parallel class IPI of p and on P \ IPI. ~ 
acts transitively on K \ {p} and p is a fixed point of r K. 
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Proof. (1) "'£,/("£ n T) is 3-dimensional and acts effectively and transitively on K:::: 
§ 2. Hence "'£,/("'£, n T) !'.::>,! S03(JR) by Theorem 2.6.2. Since "'£, n T is discrete, "'£, is 
locally isomorphic to 803 (JR). Hence "'£, is isomorphic to 803 (JR) by Proposition 4.4. 
"'£, is linearly and faithfully represented on .6.. Such a representation is completely 
reducible by Weyl's theorem, i.e., .6. splits into the direct sum of irreducible "'£,-
invariant subspaces; cf. [9, Theorem 35.4). According to [37] the irreducible and 
faithful representations of S03(JR) in dimension at most 6 occur in dimensions 3 
and 5. Hence, by Lemma 4.3 and the transitivity of"'£, on K, .6. must split into the 
direct sum of two 3-dimensional irreducible "'£,-invariant subspaces. 
(2) By Theorem 2.6.1 the group "'£, has an orbit B 1 homeomorhic to §1 in K. 
The kernel N of the operation of"'£, on B 1 is 0-dimensional by Lemma 4.2. Hence 
"'E,/N is 3-dimensional and this factor group is isomorphic to a finite covering group 
of PSL2(JR) by Theorem 2.6.4. Therefore"'£, itself is locally isomorphic to PSL2(JR). 
However, "'£, is faithfully represented on .6. ~ JR6 . Hence "'£, must be isomorphic to 
either PSL2(JR) or SL2(JR), cf. [37). Furthermore, "'E,/N acts triply transitive on B1 
by Lemma 4.2. 
By the Jordan-Schonflies theorem K \ B 1 has precisely two connected compo-
nents, each homeomorphic to JR2. We assume that "'£, is not transitive on one of 
these components. Then, because "'£, is fixed-point-free by assumption, there is a 
point p E K \ B 1 that has a 1-dimensional orbit B. Since "'E,P is 2-dimensional, this 
stabilizer of p cannot be transitive on B 1 by Theorem 2.6.4. Hence there is a point 
q E B 1 that is fixed under "'E,P and so dim"'E,p,q = 2. Let r =Ip be another point in 
B 1 . Then dim"'E,p,q,r ~ 1 in contradiction to Lemma 4.2. This shows that "'£, must 
be transitive on each connected component of K \ B 1 . 
As in (1) .6. is the direct sum of irreducible "'£,-invariant subspaces. From [37) 
we find that the irreducible and faithful representations of PSL2 (JR) and 812 (JR) in 
dimension at most 6 occur in dimensions 3 and 5 and in dimensions 2, 4, and 6, 
respectively. As before, .6. must be the direct sum of two 3-dimensional irreducible 
"'£,-invariant subspaces in case "'£, ,...., PSL2(JR). As for SL2(JR), only a 6-dimensional 
irreducible representation results in no invariant 1- or 2-dimensional subspace and 
thus no fixed points of "'£, on K. Furthermore, in this case, the centre of "'£, acts on 
C as a group of diagonal matrices. In particular, L n K = ((L) n K for L E C, 
L =I K, and ( in the centre of"'£,, This shows that ( acts trivially on K. Therefore 
"'E,/N,...., PSL2(JR) and "'E,/N acts on B 1 like PSL2 (JR) on § 1 in its standard action. 
(3) Since very point q parallel to p has an orbit of dimension at most 2 in 
the parallel class of p and because the automorphism group r of .C is at least 
10-dimensional, the dimension formula shows that the stabilizer r q is at least 8-
dimensional. According to Theorem 3.2 the derived projective plane Pq must be 
either Desarguesian or isomorphic to Betten's translation plane B or to its dual B'. 
In the first case .C is classical by Theorem 2.2. The second case cannot occur since 
Pq is a dual translation plane by 2.8 and because a 4-dimensional translation plane 
that is also a dual translation plane must be Desarguesian; cf. [25, Corollary 64.15]. 
In the last case r must be 10-dimensional and must be transitive on IPI· Thus 
every derived projective plane Pq at a point q parallel top must be isomorphic to 
B'. Furthermore, r P operates transitively on II \ IPI by Lemma 3.3. Together with 
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the elation group this implies that r is transitive on P \ IPI. Since E acts locally 
equivalent to f p/(rp n T) on II, we see that Eis transitive on K \ {p}. 
For I E rK let I:1 = 11::,-1 . Then E and I:1 are two connected 3-dimensional 
sugbroups of r K and ETK = E1 TK. Since TK acts trivially on K, we have for the 
orbit E(,(p)) = ETK(,(p)) = E1 TK(,(p)) = E1 (,(p)) = 1 (p). This shows that 
'Y(P) is a fixed point of E. But p is the only fixed point of E on K. Therefore 
'Y(P) = p. This proves that pis a fixed point of rK. 
Finally, r K occurs as a subgroup of the collineation group of B'. Therefore, r K 
is solvable by Theorem 3.2.2. Now r, being the semidirect product of rK and 11, 
itself is solvable. 0 
4.7. Remark. Suppose that the automorphism group r of a 4-dimensional elation 
Laguerre plane£ is 10-dimensional. Let K be a circle of£. Let Ebe the connected 
component of the identity in the group {1 E rK I det(1 ) = l}. Then E is a 
closed, connected 3-dimensional subgroup of r} and has discrete intersection with 
T. Furthermore, r} is the semidirect product of E and (rK n T) 1 and E is locally 
isomorphic to f 1 /(r1nT). Hence the above theorem describes the possible structure 
of a 10-dimensional group of automorphisms of an elation Laguerre plane. 
5. Elation Laguerre planes admitting 
simple Lie groups of automorphisms 
In this section we study 4-dimensional elation Laguerre planes that admit sim-
ple Lie groups of automorphisms. We shall show that precisely the semi-classical 
Laguerre planes admit such groups. The remaining situations occuring in Theorem 
4.6, that is, non-simple 3-dimensional groups of automorphisms having a discrete 
intersection with the kernel, will be investigated in a later paper. 
5.1. Lemma. Let £ be a 4-dimensional elation Laguerre plane that admits a 
simple Lie group of automorphisms. Then £ is classical or £ admits a group E 
isomorphic to S03 (JR) or P SL2 (JR) in the stabilizer of a circle. In the latter case, E 
acts reducibly on the elation group by conjugation and 11 is the direct sum of two 
irreducible E-invariant 3-dimensional subspaces. 
Proof. Since T is solvable, a simple group E of automorphisms of£ must have trivial 
intersection with T. Hence the automorphism group r of£ has dimension at least 
dim E+dim T ~ dim E+7. By Theorem 3.6, £ is classical if dim E ~ 4. However, 
every simple Lie groups has dimension at least 3 and a simple 3-dimensional Lie 
group is isomorphic to either 803 (JR) or PSL2 (JR). 
By Lemma 4.1 the group E is isomorphic to a subgroup in the stabilzer of a 
circle. Hence we are in the situation of Theorem 4.6. As seen there, 6 is the direct 
sum of two irreducible E-invariant 3-dimensional subspaces. 0 
5.2. Both groups S03(JR) and PSL2(JR) occur as groups of automorphisms of the 
classical complex Laguerre plane i. We describe £ as in 2.11. In fact, £ 0 is the 
classical complex Laguerre plane. The point set of£ is P = (CU { oo}) x C. Two 
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points (z, w) and ( z', w') are parallel if and only if z = z'. Circles of £ are of the 
form 
Ka2 ,a1 ,a0 = {(z, w) EC x C I w = a2z2 + a1z + ao} U {(oo, a2)} 
for a0 , a1 , a2 E C. The stabilizer of the circle Ko,o,o contains the following automor-
phisms 
(z, w) H 
( az+b w ) 
cz+d' (cz+d) 2 ' 
(oo, c2w), 
(~, :z ), 
for Z E C, CZ + d 'f=. 0 
for Z E C, CZ + d = 0 
for z = oo, c i=- 0 
(oo, d2w), for z = oo, c = 0 
for all a, b, c, d E C, ad - be= 1. The collection of all these automorphisms forms a 
group isomorphic to the simple Lie group PSL2(C). On the set of circles 
C = {Ka2 ,a1 ,a0 I ao,a1,a2 EC} 
of £ this group acts as follows. The coordinate vector v E C3 of a circle Kv is 
( 
d2 -2bd b2 ) . 
mapped to v · -cd ad+ be -ab . In fact, this is, up to equivalence, the 
c2 -2ac a 2 
unique irreducible 3-dimensional faithful complex representation a of PSL2(C). 
Let (3 : SL2(C) --+ PSL2(C) denote the canonical projection. (This is a twofold 
covering map of PSL2(C).) Then the above formula describes how (3( ( ~ : ) ) 
operates on C3. Let f:_1 and f:1 be the following subgroups of PSL2(C) 
f:_1 = {(3( ( ~b ! ) ) I a, b E C, lal2 + lbl 2 = 1} and 
f:1 = {(3( ( ~ ~)) I a, b E C, lal~ - lbl 2 = 1 }. 
Then f:_ 1 and f:1 are iso:11orphic ~o S03 (JR) and PSL2 (JR), respectively. We restrict 
the representation a to :E_ 1 and :E 1 , i.e., 
a((J( ( ab ~) )) = -Eab lal 2 + Elbl 2 
- ( a2 -2ab 
E a b2 -2rnb 
where E = ±1. This yields faithful linear real representations of S03(JR) and 
PSL2(IR) on C3 ~ IR.6 and C3 is the direct sum of the invariant irreducible 3-di-
mensional real subspaces {(z,is,-Ez) I z E C,s E JR} and {(z,r,d) I z E C,r E JR}. 
Both groups act on Ko,o,o like in Theorem 4.6. f:_1 is transitive on Ko,o,o and f:1 
has the 1-dimensional orbit B1 = { (z, 0) I z E C, lzl = 1} and the two 2-dimensional 
orbits {(z, 0) I z EC, lzl < 1} and {(z, 0) I z EC, lzl > 1} U {(oo, O)}. Furthermore, 
the stabilizer in both groups of ( oo, 0) is isomorphic to 802 (JR) and is represented 
(
a O 0) 
under a as the group { 0 1 0 I a EC, lal = l}. 
o o a 
I , , 
I 
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5.3. Let :E be a subgroup in the stabilzer of the circle K and assume that :E 
is isomorphic to either S03 (JR) or PSL2 (JR). Let <I> be the semidirect product of 
:E and 6:... It follows from Theorem 4.6 that <I> is transitive on the points of .C 
in case :E rv 803 (:lR) and that <I> has three orbits on the point set of .C in case 
:E rv PSL2 (JR), one 3-dimensional orbit and two open 4-dimensional orbits. Let Z 
be a 4-dimensional orbit of <I>. (Note that Z =Pin case :Erv S03 (JR).) Furthermore, 
let Z the geometry induced by .C on Z, that is, Z has point set Z and the circles 
of Z are of the form Z n C for all circles C E C. Then <I> is flag transitive on Z. 
According to [14, §2) the geomtry of Z can be reconstructed from the group <I> in 
the following way. We choose a point p EK n Z. Then the points of Z correspond 
to the cosets -y<I>p of the stabilizer <I>p of p in <I> and the circles of Z correspond to 
the cosets o<I> K of the stabilizer <I> K of K in <I>. A point q rv -y<I>p is incident with 
the circle L rv o<I> K if and only if the two coset have non-empty intersection, i.e., 
-y<I>p n o<I> K # 0. 
We consider the corresponding subgroups t, Li and 4> in the automorphism group 
I' of the classical complex Laguerre plane £, that is, t equals t_1 or t 1 from 5.2 
and Li is the collection of all automorphisms 
for z EC, 
for z = oo. 
We form the corresponding subgeometry Z, that is, Z = .C or Z is the subgeometry 
induced on Z = {(z,w) E C2 I lzl > 1} U {oo} x C. 
The action of :E on 6:.. by conjugation is equivalent to the corresponding action 
oft on Li. This implies that <I> = :ED.. and 4> = tLS. are isomorphic as topological 
groups. Furthermore, a continuous isomorphism 'Y : <I> --+ 4> can be chosen such that 
,y(:E) = t and ,y(D..) = Li. 
- -Our aim is to identify <I>p with <I>p for a suitable point p E Z under the isomor-
phism -y. We can then identify Z with the corresponding subgeometry Z of the 
classical complex Laguerre plane. 
5.4. Let p and q be points on K. We denote the bundle of all circles through p by 
Cp = { L E c I p E L}. 
Furthermore, let 
Cp,q = Cp n Cq 
denote the pencil of circles through p and q for p =j:. q and 
CP,P ={LE C I L touches Kat p} 
denotes the tangent pencil to K at p. 
Under the usual identification of 6:... with C, the spaces Cp and Cp,q for p =f. q 
correspond to D..p and D...p,q, respectively. These spaces are therefore vector subspaces 
of C rv JR6 of respective dimensions 4 and 2. Using the matrix representation of 
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4-dimensional elation Laguerre planes from 2.10, one also sees that Cp,p is a 2-di-
mensional subspace of C. 
Let p EK n Z. The stabilizer Ep is isomorphic to S02(JR) and there is precisely 
one p' E K, p' =I= p, that is also fixed by Ep. Obviously, Ep leaves the spaces Cp, 
Cp,p' and Cp,p invariant and Cp is the direct sum of Cp,p' and Cp,p· We want to 
characterize Cp by the action of Ep on .6. '.:::::'. C as this determines .6.p. 
Lemma. Let p E Kn Z and let p' E K be the second fixed point of Ep rv 802 (JR). 
Then Ep acts trivially on Cp,p' . 
Proof. Let U be a 3-dimensional irreducible E-invariant subspace of C. Let Uq = 
Un Cq and Uq,r = Un Cq,r for q, r E K. Note that a-(Uq) = Ucr(q) and a-(Uq,r) = 
Ucr(q),cr(r) for all a- E E. 
We first claim that dim Uq,r :::; 1 for all q, r E K. Since E fixes no point on K, 
there is a a- E E such that a-( q) =I= q, r. It then follows from the uniqueness of joining 
or touching that Cq,r n Ccr(q),cr(r) = { K}. Using the dimension formula for vector 
spaces, we therefore find 
2 dim Uq,r = dim Uq,r + dim Ucr(q),cr(r) 
= dim(Uq,r + Ucr(q),cr(r)) + dim(Uq,r n Ucr(q),cr(r)) 
:::; dim U + 0 
= 3. 
This proves our claim. 
We now show that 1 :::; dim Uq :::; 2. With a- E E as before we analoguously 
obtain 
2 dim Uq = dim Uq + dim Ucr(q) 
= dim(Uq + Ucr(q)) + dim(Uq n Ucr(q)) 
:::; dim U + dim Uq,cr(q) 
:::; 4. 
The left-hand inequality follows from 
dim Uq = dim(U n Cq) = dim U + dim Cq - dim(U + Cq) 2: 3 + 4 - 6 = 1. 
We finally show that dim Uq = 1 for every point q having a 2-dimensional orbit 
under E, i.e., q E K \ Bi where Bi denotes the empty set in case a- rv S03 (JR) or 
the 1-dimensional orbit in case a- rv PSL2(JR). Since q ¢:. Bi, the stabilizer Eq is 
isomorphic to 802 (JR) and there is precisely one q' E K, q' =I= q, that is also fixed 
by Eq, Suppose that there is a q E K \ Bi such that dim Uq = 2. The stabilizer 
Eq rv 802 (JR) of q acts effectively as a group of rotations on U rv JR3 and by [18, 
6.7.1] the space V of fixed points is 1-dimensional. V cannot be contained in Uq 
for otherwise Eq operates trivial on Uq and Uq is 2-dimensional. Since L n K is 
invariant under Eq for L E V, it follows that L n K ~ { q, q'} for L E V, L =I= K. 
This implies V C Uq,q U Uq,q' U Uq, ,q' and therefore V = Uq, ,q'. 
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We now choose O' E I: such that O'(q') =I q' and let r = O'(q'). Then dim Ur,r = 
dim Uq',q' = 1. Let LE Ur,r and L' E Uq',q', L,L' =I K. In the matrix repre-
sentation 2.10 of .C the circles K, L and L' have coordinate vectors O, c and c', 
respectively. We now form the circles Ls, s E JR, whose coordinate vectors are 
c - sc'. Then Ls E U, Lo = L and Ls converges to L as s tends to 0. By the 
continuity of intersection in .C we obtain that Ls n K converges to L n K = { r} for 
s ~ 0. In particular, Ls n K is entirely contained in the orbit of r under I:. We can 
also find Ls n K in the following way. Let Ms be the circle with coordinate vector 
sc'. Then Ms, s =I 0, touches Kat L' nK = {q'}. Moreover, given the vector space 
structure of C, we have Ls n K = L n Ms. In the derived projective plane Pq, of .C 
at q' the oval induced by L has exactly two tangents through the infinite point WK 
of the line K' induced by K; namely K' and the line at infinity W. Since the line 
induced by Ms also passes through WK, we see that Ls n K consists of two points 
for sufficiently small s =I O. 
Let Ls n K = { x, y} for s sufficiently close to 0. As seen above, there is a T E I: 
such that T(x) = r. Hence Ur =I Ur,r' where r' E K is the second fixed point of 
I:r. Therefore dim Uq' = dim Ur = 2. (Note that in case I: rv S03(lR) we could 
have obtained that Uq, is 2-dimensional directly with the transitivity of I: on K; 
however, in case I: rv PSL2 (JR) the points q and q' are in different orbits of I:.) We 
now have 
I 2: dim Uq,q' 
= dim(Uq n Uq,) 
= dim Uq + dim Uq, - dim(Uq + Uq,) 
2:2+2-3=1. 
Therefore dim Uq,q' = 1. Furthermore, I:q = I:q,q' leaves Uq,q' invariant and must 
act trivially on this I-dimensional subpace. This contradicts our previous observa-
tion that the I-dimensional space V of fixed points equals Uq, ,q'. This shows that 
dim Uq = I for every point q EK\ B 1 . 
Now let p E Kn Z. Then p,p' EK\ B 1 and dim Up= dim Up, = 1. Suppose 
that Up =I Up'. Then I:p operates trivially on the I-dimensional subspaces Up 
and Up,, thus on the 2-dimensional space Up EB Up' and consequently on the 3-di-
mensional space U. Hence Up = Up, = Up,p' and I:p operates trivially on Up,p'. 
Since Up,p' :S Cp,p' rv JR2 , the group I:p must also operate trivially on Cp,p'. 0 
5.5. Lemma. Let W rv S02 (JR) be the following group of matrices 
(
;\ 0 
w = { 0 I 
0 0 
acting naturally on <C3 . The only '¥ -invariant 2-dimensional real subspaces of <C3 rv 
JR6 are 
- V = { ( 0, z, 0) I z E <C}, 
- VcX) = {(0,0,z) I z E <C} and 
- Ve = { (z, 0, cz) I z E <C} for c E <C. 
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Furthermore, V is the only 2-dimensional real subspace on which W acts trivially. 
Proof. It readily follows that the above subspaces are 2-dimensional and W-invari-
ant and that among these spaces only V is fixed pointwise. Conversely, let U be a 
2-dimensional W-invariant real subspace of C3 and let (a, b, c) be a non-zero vector 
in U. Since U is W-invariant, we have that, in particular, (-a, b, -c) E U and thus 
(a, 0, c) E U and (0, b, 0) E U. Again by the invariance of U and because U is closed 
under scalar multiplication by reals, we see that {(za, 0, zc) I z EC} ~ U. However, 
this set is a real vector subspace of dimension 2 unless a= c = 0. Furthermore, if 
a = 0 and c =/= 0, we obtain the space V 00 ; for a =/= 0 we obtain the space Vea-1. In 
each case b = 0 and U equals one of the spaces Vd for some d E CU { oo}. The same 
argument further shows that if U is not of this form the first and third entries in 
each vector in U must be equal to 0. Hence U = V in this case. 0 
5.6. Lemma. Let p EK n Z. Then, up to equivalence under the action of E, Cp 
corresponds to the subspace V + V 00 • 
Proof. By Lemmata 5.4 and 5.5 the pencil Cp,p', where p' is the second fixed point 
of Ep on K, must correspond to the subspace V of C3 . Hence CP,P must correspond 
to one of the subspaces Ve for c E (C U { oo}. Since Cp = Cp,p' EB CP,P, we obtain 
that Cp must then correspond to V + Ve. So we have to show that c = oo up to 
equivalence. 
We assume that c =/= oo, i.e., c E C. Recall that, up to equivalence, the action of 
E on C is given by the representation a of E on C3 , see 5.2. It is easily verified that 
a(cr)(Vc) ~ V + Ve for each er E E if lei = 1. However, this implies E(Cp,p) ~ Cp, 
and pis a fixed point of E in contradiction to Theorem 4.6. Therefore lcl =/= 1. Then 
() e : C3 -+ C3 defined by 
is an automorphism of the real vector space C3 . (The inverse of ()e is l-lelz ()-c·) 
Furthermore, ()e maps Ve to V00 and V into itself. Finally, conjugation by ()e takes 
a(cr) for er EE to a(o-)- 1 so that a(E) is invariant under conjugation by ()e· Hence, 
changing the coordinates of C3 , we can assume c = oo, i.e., that Cp corresponds to 
V+V00 • D 
5.7. We are now in a position to identify 1>p in 1>, see 5.3. 
Propositio~. Let p E K_ n Z. Then there is a'r!: isomorphism from cI> to cI> that 
takes E to E and 1>p to 1>(oo,o). Hence Z and Z are isomorphic geometries. In 
particular, £ is classical in case E rv 803 (JR). 
Proof. As seen in 5.3 there is an isomorphism 'Y cI> -+ <I> such that 'Y(E) E 
and 'Y(.6..) = A. Now 'Y(.6..p) is a 4-dimensional subspace of A and it is invariant 
under ,y(.6..p) rv S02 (JR). We may assume that 'Y(.6..p) acts on A like W on C3 . By 
the preceding lemma we can find a coordinate system of C3 such that Cp and thus 
.6..p corresponds to V + V 00 • In the classical complex Laguerre plane £ this space 
describes the bundle of circles through the point (oo, 0). More precisely, as seen 
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in the proof of Lemma 5.6, the operaton K, of conjugation by ec, where e00 = id, 
yields K,"f(D..p) = icoo,o). Since K, is compatible with the restriction of"( to B, the 
composition "!' = K,"( is an isomorphism as claimed. Since the geometry of Z is 
uniquely determined by 4>, cf. 5.3, and likewise for Z, we obtain that Zand Z are 
isomorphic geometries; an isomorphism is induced by"!' taking p to (oo, 0) and K 
to Koo O· , , 
If B :::'. S03 (JR), then we have Z = £ and Z = £, so £ is classical. D 
Corollary. A 4-dimensional elation Laguerre plane £ admitting a simple Lie group 
of automorphisms is semi-classical. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 the Laguerre plane £ is classical and thus semi-classical OE 
we are in the situation described in 5.3. By the preceding proposition Z and Z 
are isomorphic geometries, that is, Z can be identified with the geometry induced 
by the classical complex Laguerre plane on a corresponding set of points. In case 
B rv S03 (IR), we already know that £ is classical by Proposition 5.7. In case 
B rv PSL2(IR), there is exactly one other 4-dimensional orbit Z' of 4>. We form the 
corresponding induced geometry Z'. Then Z and Z' are isomorphic to geometries 
induced by the classical complex Laguerre plane on corresponding sets of points. 
We form the topological closure Z and Z' of Z and Z', respectively, in the point set 
P of£. Obviously, Z is the union of Zand the 3-dimensional orbit B3 of 4>, i.e., all 
points that are parallel to a point in B 1 , and likewise for Z'. The induced geometries 
Z and Z' are still isomorphic to subgeometries of £ since the geometries of Z and 
Z' are uniquely determined by the geometries of Z and Z'. Now, Z U Z' = P, Z 
and Z' are closed subsets of P, they are closed with respect to the parallelism of£ 
and Zn Z' n K is a closed Jordan curve in the circle K. Hence £ is a semi-classical 
Laguerre plane by the definition given in [29, 2.4] and it is isomorphic to one of the 
Laguerre planes described in 2.11, cf. [29, Theorem BJ. D 
5.8. In the theorem below we give various characterizations of the semi-classical 
Laguerre planes in terms of their automorphism groups. 
Theorem. Let £ be a 4-dimensional elation Laguerre plane with automorphism 
group r. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(1) There is a circle K and a closed, connected 3-dimensional group B :S r K 
that has discrete intersection with the kernel T such that B acts fixed-point-
free on K and reducibly on C; 
(2) r fixes no parallel class and the stabilizer of a circle contains a 4-dimensional 
subgroup that fixes a non-trivial proper subspace of C; 
(3) r is non-solvable and the stabilizer of a circle contains a 4-dimensional 
subgroup that fixes a non-trivial proper subspace of C; 
(4) £ admits a simple Lie group of automorphisms; 
(5) £ is semi-classical. 
Proof. As seen in 2.11, a semi-classical Laguerre plane admits a group of automor-
phisms isomorphic to IR x PSL2 (JR) in the stabilizer of the circle K o,o,o and the 
action of PSL2(1R) on Ko,o,o and thus on II is equivalent to the standard action of 
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PSL2 (JR) as a subgroup of PSL2 (JR) on § 2 c:::'. CU { oo }. Also, the action of PSL2 (JR) 
on the set of circles is like in 5.2. This shows that a semi-classical Laguerre plane 
has all the properties stated in the theorem. 
Conversely, (4) implies (5); this is just Corollary 5.7. Remark 4.7 and Theorem 
4.6 show that (1) implies (2) and also that (2) implies (4). If r is non-solvable, 
then it must contain a semisimple Lie group of automorphisms. Such a group has 
dimension at least 3 and we may assume that it fixes a circle. Thus (3) implies (2) 
by Theorem 4.6. Hence .C is semi-classical in all these cases. D 
5.9. We finally give various characterizations of the classical complex Laguerre 
plane in terms of its automorphism group. 
Theorem. Let .C be a 4-dimensional elation Laguerre plane with automorphism 
group r and kernel T. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(1) r is flag-transitive; 
(2) r is transitive on the points of .C; 
(3) r is transitive on the set of parallel classes of .C; 
( 4) r contains a compact group of dimension at least 2; 
(5) r is at least 11-dimensional; 
(6) T is 8-dimensional; 
(7) .C is classical. 
Proof. The classical complex Laguerre plane £ admits a group of automorphisms 
isomorphic to S03 (JR) in the stabilizer of the circle K 0 ,0 ,0 . This group acts transi-
tively on the set of parallel classes and on K 0 ,0 ,0 • Together with the elation group 
we see that (1) - ( 4) are satisfied. Furthermore, the automorphism group of £ is 
14-dimensional. 
Conversely, Theorem 3.6 shows that (5) implies (7), and (6) implies (7) by [30, 
Proposition 2.8] or [8, 5.2]. Clearly, (1) implies (2) and (2) implies (3). If (3) is 
satisfied, then r /T is transitive and effective on II c:::'. § 2. Therefore dim r /T 2:: 3 
by Theorem 2.6.2 and dim r = dim r /T + dim T 2:: 3 + 7 = 10. If dim r 2:: 11, 
then .C is classical by Theorem 3.6. If dim r = 10, then we are in the situation of 
Theorem 4.6 with I:,....., S03 (JR). Hence .C is classical by Proposition 5.7. 
We now assume that r contains a compact group I: of dimension at least 2. We 
may assume that I: is connected. Since .6 ,....., JR6 , we see that I: is in the elation 
complement. By Lemma 4.1 we may therefore further assume that I: fixes a circle 
K. By [18, Theorem 6.7.1) a compact connected group acting effectively on § 2 is 
isomorphic to and acts equivalently to either 802 (JR) or 803 (JR) in their standard 
actions on § 2. This shows that either I: contains a subgroup isomorphic to 803 (JR) 
or I:/ (T n I:) ,....., 802 (JR). In the former case .C is classical as seen before. In the 
latter case T n I: must be at least 1-dimensional. Furthermore, T n I: is compact, 
so that T n I: cannot be the 1-dimensional group of homotheties by real non-zero 
scalars that every elation Laguerre plane admits. Therefore dim(T n I:) 2:: 2 and 
thus dim T = 8. Hence (6) is satisfied and .C is classical. D 
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